
The 4 Values of Digital 
Teaching & Learning

Digital Teaching and Learning Guides
A series of mini guides to enhance student learning experience in Aula

Aula is a “Learning Experience Platform”, but what does that 
mean for Coventry educators? 



While all our teaching is driven by The Coventry Way, our digitally 
enhanced teaching delivered via Aula specifically willl seek to 
exemplify four values: Active, Applied, Social & Inclusive.  

By asking students to locate and share information on this subject in the digital environment, students 
are able to learn from each other and gain a better understanding of the subject matter.  



For more ideas on engaging activities, visit Aula’s Inpiration Hub and Academic Development. 

We recognise that meaningful interaction with content, tutors and peers plays a profound role in the 
learning process.  



The more you can actively involve your students in learning through activities (think polls, 
problem-solving exercises, short essays and questioning), the deeper their learning becomes. Students 
who are encouraged to learn actively are more likely to stay engaged, motivated and interested. 
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Jane Smith

this report on homelessness in CoventryBefore the next lecture, have a look at  
and post some ideas on the SWOT analysis Padlet about how the council might 
approach homelessness.

Educator
Add tag3:30PM - May 21st

...

Active

The Coventry Way in this guide

A learning 
community

Open, 
accessible and 
inclusive

Aligned with 
employers

Innovators 
and leaders 
of change

https://acdev.orgdev.coventry.domains/application/files/2715/6293/3552/J282-19_The-Coventry-Way-eBook_V7.pdf
https://aula.help/en/collections/308965-inspiration-hub
https://acdev.orgdev.coventry.domains/


Students come to Coventry to gain real-world skills, so look for ways to apply your teaching to something 
concrete.  



Provide problems or challenges to students that will become a stimulus for them to learn or implement new 
skills. As students wrestle with issues, discuss and debate solutions with classmates, they learn vital skills they 
can apply in their own careers. 

A major advantage to digitally-enhanced teaching is the chance for students to learn in a social way, which 
means they can engage with their peers and their educators on meaningful topics throughout the week (not just 
during class). The opportunities provided by this social approach should always be viewed in an inclusive lens; 
how can we foster social interaction in a safe and accessible way? 



By hosting social interactions in a digital environment, students can engage in activities and review learning 
materials at their own pace, refine their contributions before posting online, and take part in learning when 
they’re unable to attend a classroom environment. They’re also able to work with each other to pose questions 
and find information.  



Encourage social and inclusive learning by ensuring everyone has a voice in your digital space.  

There are several approaches to making learning more applicable including inquiry and analysis, critical and 
creative thinking, written and oral communication, teamwork and problem-solving.  



For more information, check out Academic Development’s information on Authentic Assessment. 
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Applied

Social + Inclusive


Feed

 Welcome Page

 Welcome to the Module!

About the Module

We’re keen for every student to contribute, and we 
expect students to leave thoughtful, helpful 
comments on posts. While you do not have to agree 
with every post and comment, disrespectful or 
abusive language will not be permitted in the feed. 

Expectations

Materials

Set the tone
Seek to include every student in 
the online disucssion, and set 
the tone for mutual respect 
online. 
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https://acdev.orgdev.coventry.domains/resources/resources-teaching-and-learning


So be an active educator. Apply your teaching to the real world. Teach in a way that includes everyone. 



But remember to look after yourself. 



While social learning presents opportunities for increased confidence and engagement from students, 
educators are highly encouraged to promote a sustainable approach to using digitally enhanced teaching and 
learning platforms. 



While great teaching is active, no educator or student should feel pressure to be constantly present in their 
online module space. Push notifications, email alerts and deadlines can be helpful tools, but only when 
managed well.  

Maintain the high quality of your teaching by setting clear boundaries for yourself of when you’ll be available and 
encourage your students to do the same. Social learning also provides to opportunity for students to respond to 
each other’s questions, so don’t feel you must instantly react to everything in the module feed.  



For more tips, follow this link to Vanderbuilt University’s guide on teaching sustainability.
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Bonus Value: Sustainable


Feed

MATERIALS
 Welcome Page

the module feed

aa0000@coventry.ac.uk


You should search for and post general questions 
to  in the first instance. This will 
allow other students to help with your queary 
when teaching staff are unavailable. 



We’ll check the feed once or twice per day as well. 
For questions related to more sensitive data (such 
as feedback or assessent, you can send an email: 

Expectations

Set boundaries

You’re not expected to be on call 
24/7, so let your students know 
when they can expect to hear 
from you.



This will also model healthy 
boundary setting for your 
learners. 

Getting in touch
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The Digital Teaching and Learning Guides were created by the Disruptive Media Learning Lab in partnership with 
colleagues across the university working in the Digital Teaching and Learning team as well as with our partners from 
Aula Education.  

Released June 2020 under the Creative Commons 4.0 BY-SA License  



https://cft.vanderbilt.edu/guides-sub-pages/teaching-sustainability/
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